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So as not to forget about our canine community 
members, the 1st grade learned about measurement and 
following  written directions as they prepared dog 
biscuits for the animal shelter.  Biscuits came in a variety of flavors including  peanut butter,  bark-
B-cue, Paw-lickin-chicken and several others that I could not quite discern, however I was assured 

were dog  favorites.  When called for a reaction the Coalition for Cat Equality made the following 
statement: “ Once again the press has chosen to cover stories which perPETuate the purrrception that it is ‘a 

dog’s world’  and that dogs - not cats - are a man’s best friend.  We defy that belief and call upon the news media to accept 
the fact that Cats Rule and Dogs Drool.... Mix that in your biscuits and chew on ‘em!”   Clearly that cat has its tongue.
The publisher would like to emphasize  that it takes no position on the previous statements, and that, despite  the fact that  no one on staff has never owned a cat, is 
convinced that they serve some purpose- much like dogs... or fish.

The Lyme School is a Dog’s Best Friend
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It is that time of year when we are trying to reduce the cost of 
education in the face of increasing costs.  One way we have 

been working  to accomplish this task is by reducing 
the cost of the operation of the facility.  Over the 

last several years here are some of the ways we have accomplished this:
•High Efficiency Lights: which will save us $525 annually and $6,830 
over the life of the bulbs
• Solar Panels which reduced our energy this year by 15,500 kWh

•Insulating the attic of the school which reduced oil consumption by 
2000 gallons saving $5700 this year alone.

•Removal of the Mercury/Halogen Lights in the gymnasium which 
required much more energy to operate than the Fluorescent lights they were 
replaced by and we qualified for $1500 rebate from the power company.

• Ceiling fans in the Gymnasium to circulate the heat to reduce the heating  cost of 
that space.

•Dropped Ceiling  in Cafeteria reducing 
the volume of heated space 
•Replacing the windows and 

reduce the space occupied by 
windows (scheduled summer ’11) on 
the Laura Barnes wing  whose windows 
are now 53 years old.  This will likely 
have the greatest impact on energy savings.
These costs saving  measures means savings for us all and a 

healthier environment as well.  In fact just the lighting and 
solar panels reduced green house gases (CO2) by 22,410.5 lbs .  That’s 
helpful too...

Friday, January 7, 2011

Favorite Stuffed Animal
My favorite animal is Speedy.  
He has a shell. He is small.  I 
love him.  He is a turtle.  He is green.  He has a 
pattern on his shell.  He has little black eyes and 
doesn't have a nose --  he has a heart.    

Saving Money and Energy

Imagination and

Cam, Grade 1

Spot

Prior to the holiday, students gathered in mixed grade groups, as part of the monthly “multi-age project”,  
to create cards and write notes to many of Lyme’s community members wishing them well and telling 
them about what is going on at school.  It’s one of the favorite activities each year and seems to be 
appreciated based upon the notes we get back.  The multi age activities are intended to introduce 
students to other students which are not part of their regular social network, creating broader and more 
diverse relationships and expanding the sense of school belonging and community.  

Happiness is a Holiday Card
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proceeds to benefit the Heifer Project, an international not 
for profit group which works with impoverished communities 
to end hunger and create self reliance.   The 5th grade raised $412 
which purchased one llama, a goat, a sheep and a flock of chickens.  Wow, it is 
amazing how much good we can all do when we try!  It is also notable that one of 
the 5th graders, Matthew, donated $100 of his own money to the cause.  Thanks 
to all who supported their efforts to make the world a better place for everyone.

CO2
Mary & Juliet, 
Grade 1

Lyme School Map
It’s good to know 
your way around, 
thanks girls!

Thank You 5th Grade!
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The

Converse Free Library
Larry Coffin, author of In Times Past; Essay from 
the Upper Valley, will read from his book and 
discuss his research at the library on Wednesday, 
January 12th at 7PM.  Larry is a retired Oxbow 
teacher and president of the Bradford (VT) 
Historical Society.
 

Children’s programs will  resume after February 
vacation (and ski season).

Al a carte Fruit and Milk  are available everyday

Monday

Chicken Burgers with
lettuce, tomatoes, onion

Cole Slaw
Garden Salad
Fresh Fruit

Sherbet

NO SCHOOL

MLK / Civil Rights Day

Tuesday

Grilled Cheese Sandwich
on white or whole wheat

Corn Chowder
Carrots

Garden Salad
Fresh Fruit

Chicken Fingers
Roasted Potatoes

Peas
Garden Salad
Fresh Fruit

Wednesday

Stuffed Shells or Pasta
Bread with dipping sauce

Broccoli
Garden Salad
Fresh Fruit

Soft Tacos w/ salsa,
lettuce, tomatoes, cheese

Broccoli
Garden Salad
Fresh Fruit

Thursday
Beef Stew

Biscuit
Hot Vegetable
Garden Salad
Fresh Fruit

Macaroni and Cheese
Beets

Garden Salad
Fresh Fruit

Ice Cream Sandwiches

Friday
NO SCHOOL

Workshop Day

Hamburgers, Cheeseburgers
of Veggie Burgers

French Fries
Tomatoes, Corn
Garden Salad
Fresh Fruit

Hot Lunch Discrimination Statement:  This explains what to do if you believe you have been treated unfairly.  “In accordance with Federal  law and US 
Department of Agriculture policy, this institution is prohibited from  discriminating  on the basis of race,  color, national  origin, sex, age,  or disability.  To 
file a complaint of discrimination, write USDA, Director of  Civil  Rights,  1400 Independence Ave.,  SW, Washington, DC 20250-9410 or call  (800) 
795-3272 or (202) 720-6382 (TTY).  USDA is an equal opportunity provider and employer.”

Contact me at: JValence@LymeSchool.org
Phone:  795-2125  or just stop by.

You may print color copies of the Newsletters 
at:  www. LymeSchool.org

P.T.O.

Message 

from the

Lunch
Week of

1/18 to 1/21

1.  Make sure your child's ski equipment is at the school no 
later than 10AM with poles and skis "tied" together in 
one bundle - obviously boards are one piece so no 
problem.  Skis will be transported to the skiway so 
if you miss 10AM you need to be sure to get the 
equipment to the skiway for 1:45PM.
 

2.  Dress your child in layers so they can add to 
keep warm and take off if too hot!  We have a lodge 
mom set up in the lodge and if your child needs to 
leave their ski group they need to check in with the 
lodge mom!!
 

3.  Pick-up; park in the lot and come inside the 
lodge to pick up your child, do NOT wait in the 
load/un-load area for your child to show up.  This 
will back up traffic and block the road - I can't 
emphasize this enough!  Besides, your child will 
have too much to carry by themselves between their back 
packs, boots, skis and poles!

Lyme Recreation Ski 
Program

Thursday’s Procedures:

Free Film Screening
Children & Nature

January 12 @ 7pm
For more information see:

http://www.hereinhanoveronline.com/2010/11/new-docume
ntary-on-children-nature/

Local
Beef

Lunch
Week of

1/10 to 1/13

Local
Produce

Local
Produce

Local
Beef

Local
Produce

Local
Produce

Assistance for participating in the Ski 
Programs is available.  Financial 

assistance and/or Equipment request can 
be made to Helen Skelly.  All requests will 

remain confidential.   795-2125

Newsletters will be distributed on Fridays during the six 
week Ski Program due to a shortened day on Thursdays.

See the PTO 
Newsletter in this 
weeks envelope.

Next PTO 
Meeting:

 January 19th 
7pm Happy 

New 
Year !
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